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Friday Coalition Meeting Chat – July 15, 2022 
 
00:10:34 - Ashley Blackwell (she/her) Rebuilding Hope: - Good Morning! 
00:20:17 - Rebekah Cantrell: - Good Morning everyone. Home with a sick little today so I'll just be listening 

in. Thanks for having me again. 
00:20:39 - Rob Huff (he/him): - Zoom Norms 
Mute yourself when not talking. 
Use Zoom’s raise hand feature if you have something to say. 
Limit distractions by turning off your camera if you need to take another call. 
00:20:55 - Rob Huff (he/him): - Community Norms 
Lead with a racial equity lens. 
Be aware of power dynamics.  
Challenge concepts, not people. 
Listen to learn. 
One person speaks at a time. 
Speak from your own experience. 
Make space, take space. 
Assume best intentions and take responsibility for impact. 
Be aware of time and agenda. 
00:21:39 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - thank you Ms Power creative concept implementation for a team and my 

team have equipment to carry out in August the first Tues national nite out 
00:22:04 - Kenneth King: - Thank you Rosemary. Well spoken intro 
00:23:11 - Jeffrey Boyce: - Thank you Rosemary 
00:24:08 - Leo Gruba Tacoma Rescue Mission: - Good morning everyone, please email me at 
00:24:13 - Leo Gruba Tacoma Rescue Mission: - leog@trm.org 
00:24:30 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - zydeco Queen 2532312303 text only 
00:24:51 - Thomas Breitenbauch: - Tom Breitenbauch Beacon Health Options Housing Program Manager 

360-798-2356 Thomas.breitenbauch@beaconhealthoptions.com 
00:25:07 - Ty Moore, Home in Tacoma for All: - Ty Moore, Home in Tacoma for All, reach me at 612-760-

1980 and tytymo@gmail.com 
00:25:12 - Kenneth King - Recovery Navigator Program (he/him/ser): - Kenneth King, Recovery Navigator 

Program, Pierce County Alliance. 253-502-5455 Kingk@p-c-a.org 
00:25:34 - Sara Irish MolinaHealthcare: - Sara Irish, Molina Healthcare, 253-290-8160.    

Sara.Irish@MolinaHealthcare.com 
00:26:03 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - I've been shaken by the death by gun use nearv19 &mlk 
00:26:38 - Rob Huff (he/him): - Yes, Lavada. That is such a tragedy. 
00:27:07 - Kenneth King - Recovery Navigator Program (he/him/ser): - Its the design of sweeps. Takes away 

the chance to establish spreading out. 
00:27:13 - Janet Runbeck: - Campsites growing at Center, under Hwy 16 overpass. 
00:27:33 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - people riding around firing guns throughout the city 
00:27:45 - Jeffrey Boyce: - I saw that also. 
00:29:41 - Rebekah Cantrell: - rebekahcantrell@idealoption.net MAT clinic for SUD. We treat opiate, meth 

and alcohol addiction. We accept Medicare/Medicaid. We do walk-ins and same day appointments.  
00:29:41 - Po Leapai, he/him, Housing Alliance: - Po Leapai - Impacted, Advocacy Organizer at the Housing 

Alliance, pol@wliha.org 
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00:29:44 - Rebekah Cantrell: - https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/opioid-treatment-providers-
increased-demand-fentanyl-king-county/281-bafad6b7-69d6-4841-8148-986bcc28eee7 

00:29:52 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - how many houses the city of tacoma placed on blink list that can be 
recovered for supportive housing for people less than 27000 per year 

00:29:58 - Rob Huff (he/him): - Great to see you here, Po! 
00:29:59 - Rebekah Cantrell: - here is an interview I just did on King 5 
00:30:26 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - I should have been dead 20 years ago 
00:30:38 - Kenneth King - Recovery Navigator Program (he/him/ser): - Thank you Rebekah, I opened it to 

watch after. 
00:31:03 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - I will be 70 
00:31:04 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Anyone else noticing how everyone is being "swept" into smaller and 

smaller geographic areas within our poorest neighborhoods? Just say NO to containment zones as a 
solution to homelessness! 

00:31:38 - Rebekah Cantrell: - More then welcome! 
00:32:06 - Kenneth King - Recovery Navigator Program (he/him/ser): - That cooling station list I added last 

meeting, I made the calls to find all but three of those locations, because city and county did not work 
ahead of the problem. 

00:32:29 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - water drop off 20 gallons to single camper 
00:33:17 - Sally Perkins: - Kenneth, that is exactly what I mean. about 'inadequate" public sector response. 
00:33:51 - Kenneth King - Recovery Navigator Program (he/him/ser): - And how they respond to being 

targeted by groups simply because of their RV 
00:34:26 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - the quality of temp shelter is where predators scam homeless people. 
00:34:32 - Kenneth King - Recovery Navigator Program (he/him/ser): - Sally, that's why we are here. Taking 

a large seat at the public sector table 
00:35:12 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - some homeless people gathering to barter for food money and gas 
00:35:15 - Courtney Love LEC she/her: - There's an Honorablely Discharged vet under 11th, who would like 

to move his RV to the Vet camp on 84th, he says he's sober - needs a hernia surgery and NM is holding 
up his driver's license, otherwise could work as a mechanic. 

00:35:38 - Sally Perkins: - And by crowding people into smaller sand smaller spaces, we are increasing he 
chance of conflict and problems. 

00:35:46 - Kenneth King - Recovery Navigator Program (he/him/ser): - Courtney, we just added a Vet 
benefit specialist to our team 

00:36:02 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Kudos to everyone doing water outreach - you are making a difference! 
That promised county level organizing is critical though if we are going to be truly effective and 
efficient. 

00:36:31 - Kenneth King - Recovery Navigator Program (he/him/ser): - Sally, it also locks off routes of 
assistance and emergency response 

00:37:10 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - certification go cook for homeless people is 470 bucks per event  pluse the 
expenses for food and certification food handlers expenses 

00:37:38 - Jeffrey Boyce: - Courtney, there is room for that Vet with his RV along 82nd next to the Veterans 
Village. 

00:38:05 - Christine Lindquist: - Way to go, Jan! 
00:38:08 - Courtney Love LEC she/her: - People at 7th & Tacoma says G St got a sweep notice, but we didn't 

confirm it. 
00:38:11 - Jennie Schoeppe: - YAY for Jan and team!! She really does a great job. 
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00:38:23 - Bill Kirlin-Hackett: - my info pre-presentation, Bill Kirlin-Hackett, itfh@comcast.net, 425-442-
5418 

00:38:38 - Courtney Love LEC she/her: - Thank you, Jeffrey - wasn't sure that could work out. 
00:38:49 - Po Leapai, he/him, Housing Alliance: - Thanks for sharing and thank you for your work, everyone. 

It's absolutely heart-breaking, what we are seeing.. 
00:39:29 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - population control between social and rich network some have assess 
00:39:54 - Dara Bardelas: - Hi Ash!!! omg!!!!! its nice seeing you here! 
00:48:25 - PATRICIA .: - @presenters - curious regarding STEP hotel stays... how are they for Monitoring for 

reprieve, and not for current lifestyle  ? 
00:49:34 - Gerald Daniels: - Great presentation. Sorry, I'm stepping away for a few minutes. 
00:49:49 - Ashley Blackwell (she/her) Rebuilding Hope: - Community Advocate 
00:49:54 - Ashley Blackwell (she/her) Rebuilding Hope: - Ashley Blackwell (she/her/hers)  
253-988-2435 
ashleyb@hopesacpc.org 
00:49:56 - Kenneth King - Recovery Navigator Program (he/him/ser): - accessible for people with pets? 
00:50:15 - Dana Peterson: - Great job-Ash and Ashley! 
00:50:43 - Ashley Blackwell (she/her) Rebuilding Hope: - Ashley Blackwell (she/her/hers)  
253-283-0186 
ashleyb@hopesacpc.org 
00:51:31 - Zev Cook: - I do 
00:51:53 - Zev Cook: - their shelter options all have long waitlists :( 
00:52:02 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Hard to find a space for DV survivors - even using every current resource 
00:52:17 - Nick Turner: - I don't I would like to have that number 
00:52:58 - Kathleen Edelheit: - DV survivors can reach out to Tacomaprobono if they are having problems 

breaking leases. Tacomaprobono.org 
00:53:17 - Ash Powers (they/them) Rebuilding Hope: - Ash Powers (they/them/theirs), 253-988-2464, 

ash@hopesacpc.org 
00:53:18 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - Sunday is the most dangerous day for human trafficking people trying to 

leave out of victimism 
00:53:18 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Is Home in Tacoma for all going to present today? Ty said he needs to 

leave at 9:45 
00:53:31 - Courtney Love LEC she/her: - thank you Theresa! 
00:54:44 - Ash Powers (they/them) Rebuilding Hope: - Kenneth, we are able to work with folks who need a 

hotel and have pets! As far as our space, we have an elevator that leads up to our floor and folks can 
have a conversation with our therapists and advocates about bringing a pet into their sessions 

00:55:18 - Kenneth King - Recovery Navigator Program (he/him/ser): - Ash, Thank you. That has been one of 
our largest hurdles on this subject 

00:56:19 - Ash Powers (they/them) Rebuilding Hope: - Referral: have clients call our 24/7 hotline (253-474-
7273) or call with clients. Our advocates are trained to sign folks up for therapy, connect folks with 
program contacts and offer other community resources 

00:56:56 - Ash Powers (they/them) Rebuilding Hope: - Of course Kenneth! I know pets are important for 
folks and offer them really important companionship and comfort 

00:59:22 - Rob Huff (he/him): - We are experiencing the same thing here in Tacoma 
01:00:48 - Jay Worley: - yes. 
01:01:18 - Jay Worley: - not enough time. not enough resources, incredible barriers. 
01:02:20 - Po Leapai, he/him, Housing Alliance: - Barriers upon barriers. ^^ 
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01:02:54 - Rob Huff (he/him): - We need pathways to housing and hope, not barriers 
01:03:10 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - We need long term publicly funded RV parks, not the street of poor 

neighborhoods 
01:03:23 - Jay Worley: - we need laws and insensitive to use empty housing for homeless 
01:04:41 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - True Jay - there is always talk of incentivizing housing developers. Would 

love to see incentives for using unoccupied housing 
01:04:53 - Jay Worley: - empty structures used for human service and assisting. if people had inventive to 

fill the empty property's in different ways then we could take thousands of RV and camping into 
wearhouse 

01:05:10 - Rob Huff (he/him): - Thank you, Timothy! That is next! 
01:05:16 - Jay Worley: - insentive 
01:05:28 - Christine Lindquist: - Unoccupied commercial real estate is ripe for redevelopment into housing. 
01:05:29 - Kenneth King (he/him/ser): - Before the safe rv lots Seattle programs, street parking included 

having to move periodically, creating a natural dampening to high impact camping. 
01:05:50 - Ty Moore, Home in Tacoma for All: - I have to step out for a work meeting. Rob suggested I come 

back next week to present on Home in Tacoma for All's organizing work, which I’m excited to share 
with you all! In the meantime, please take a moment to check out our Platform of demands on City 
Council and sign the petition: https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/home-in-tacoma-for-all-platform/ 

01:06:10 - Davina Schwab: - Absolutely! 
01:06:24 - Jay Worley: - thank you Ty 
01:06:28 - Po Leapai, he/him, Housing Alliance: - thank you Ty! 
01:06:38 - Rob Huff (he/him): - See you next week, Ty! 
01:08:26 - Jay Worley: - In Tacoma they just put blocks in taking away miles of right of way to remove RV 
01:08:26 - Zev Cook: - the law only gets enforced against the poor 
01:08:28 - Kenneth King (he/him/ser): - Love off script ranting. Always want to hear it 
01:10:07 - Jay Worley: - Caleb where do we get the purple bags for Pierce 
01:10:36 - Jay Worley: - that has drastically changed since the PIT in Pierce 
01:10:43 - Rob Huff (he/him): - The Purple Bag project is a City of Tacoma project. I am not currently aware 

of a similar offer in Pierce County. 
01:11:16 - Jay Worley: - for Tacoma forgive me 
01:11:21 - Janet Runbeck: - Dr. Pruss, UW professsot, did a massive King Co. study in 2019. 50% of those 

who are unsheltered are staying in their vehicles. 
01:13:09 - Valeri Almony: - Every County does PIT Counts differently and always will be 
01:13:27 - Ash Powers (they/them) Rebuilding Hope: - From our STEP Program case manager: "They do not 

have to be out of sex work for us to help with a hotel stay. We don't require anyone to be out of the 
sex trade for any of the services we provide. And yes, we can help with hotel stays for people fleeing 
DV or sex trafficking. They just have to be eligible for our services in order for us to assist them, so in 
other words, they have to be a confirmed trafficking victim or a vulnerable youth who may become 
involved." 

01:13:27 - Po Leapai, he/him, Housing Alliance: - Thank you for sharing, Bill! 
01:14:36 - Christine Lindquist: - Very informative, Bill. Thank you. 
01:14:45 - Ash Powers (they/them) Rebuilding Hope: - I have to head out for another meeting but thanks 

everyone and feel free to reach out! 
01:14:49 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - concept for camper resort development estate in Yelm project 
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01:15:47 - Caleb Carbone, City of Tacoma: - 
https://www.cityoftacoma.org/government/city_departments/neighborhood_and_community_servic
es/homelessness_services/city_authorized_emergency_shelter_sites 

01:16:26 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - What will be the cost per night per person? 
01:17:25 - Courtney Love LEC she/her: - catching up on chat - we need to apply vacancy taxes, expropriate 

vacant properties (at market rate prices) and ban corporations from owning housing. 
01:18:32 - Kenneth King (he/him/ser): - Courtney, agreed. Plus enforcing existing fees and fines for derelict 

properties, that can be off set by community use 
01:18:57 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Yes Courtney! 
01:19:32 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - Caleb Carbone how is city prevention gun use in public business space. gun 

shot into business windown? 
01:21:44 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Jay, I was told a couple weeks ago to reach out to Laurel with the City's HEAT 

team directly about Purple Bag Program. Perhaps she can help answer questions: 
LMHoward@cityoftacoma.org 

01:21:44 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - how is the city developing relationship to build spaces for non vet use.  14 
in one sit cottage community is well documented has long term housing development 

01:22:05 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - 14 is the magic number 
01:22:20 - Jay Worley: - thank you Jennie 
01:22:26 - Ed Jacobs: - Camps should be limited to 30-35 max 
01:22:59 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - 50 too much just like appartment high rise 
01:23:32 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - 30 is pushing the elements of temp shelter 
01:23:50 - Kenneth King (he/him/ser): - We cant compare an established grid model camp, to natural self 

directed camps. 
01:24:24 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Caleb - it is always good to have you here. We never plan to shoot the 

messenger, but it must be difficult to come to this group when you have upcoming sweeps to report. 
More transparency around how decisions about when, where, and how sweeps take place would help 
us to understand and respond. Thank you! 

01:24:24 - Jeffrey Boyce: - Yes Kenneth you can 
01:26:00 - Kenneth King (he/him/ser): - If we do, we limit resources based off biased expectation. While I 

admit that so far, examples have not been promising, especially at 100. But we cant keep pretending 
that we aren't all fighting over the same 6 available beds each week 

01:26:01 - Betty Beer: - I am not sure where to bring up a concern but I will start here. LASA has a 3 
bedroom unit that I have been working with a family of 8, I just heard from the housing authority tha 
because Tacoma has a overcrowding rule this family is too big for said unit. the unit is 1400 square 
feet. where in the world would a family of 8 find/afford a 4 bedroom.  I am thoroughly angry. 

01:27:32 - Sally Perkins: - A single temp trigger point will not work. 
01:27:35 - Jay Worley: - Caleb. I know I growl really hard but I do appreciate you took this job to help 

despite what we see and don't. Thank you for being here. 
01:27:48 - Davina Schwab: - thanks all - i have to hop off the meeting now 
01:28:41 - Janet Runbeck: - We need agreement on the definition of "inclement weather" 
01:31:14 - Courtney Love LEC she/her: - then change the process - it's costing lives! 
01:32:30 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Betty - the overcrowding rules are in place due to outdated NIMBY 

pressure and policies. Sounds like they would prefer that a family of 8 crowd into a car if they cannot 
afford a middle-class housing option. Cruel and unusual punishment for being poor. 
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01:32:40 - Sally Perkins: - What are the County's time frames to issue permits to developers?  The Executive 
prioritized speeding this process up for the construction side of the house...should be similar fast track 
payment timelines for service providers. 

01:34:01 - Rosemary Powers: - The transition in contracting processes may be really important, but we 
need some creative processes that treat the emergency in mitigating the horrendous conditions of 
homelessness. 

01:35:24 - Rob Huff (he/him): - Nonprofits sometimes continue to provide services before a contract is 
signed because providing those services is so critical to those who are homeless in our community. I 
hope we can find a way to expedite this process. 

01:40:52 - Courtney Love LEC she/her: - face condoms for the win 
01:41:11 - Rob Huff (he/him): - Thank you for reminding us and keeping our community safe, Jennie! 
01:41:41 - Jay Worley: - how many boosters have been approved. many people that I know are in there 

second booster. 
01:43:06 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - New learning from yesterday: do not assume that everyone in your 

dental office is fully vaccinated. You have to put in your chart that you only want fully vaccinated 
people in the room when your mouth is being worked on. 

01:43:19 - Jay Worley: - thanks 
01:43:59 - Po Leapai, he/him, Housing Alliance: - Thanks for that info, Jennie! 
01:44:07 - Christine Lindquist: - Thank you, Jennie! 
01:44:51 - PATRICIA .: - @Jennie > you are awesome !!! thank you for always keeping us updated 
01:45:06 - Jennie Schoeppe: - CDC info on COVID vaccine booster eligibility: 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/booster-shot.html 
01:45:42 - Jennie Schoeppe: - The "Test 2 Treat" program (access to Paxlovid for those who are COVID + 

and at high risk for disease): 
https://www.tpchd.org/home/showpublisheddocument/10288/637877711981600000 

01:46:11 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Info from the CDC on how to maximize ventilation in buildings: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/ventilation.html 

01:46:50 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Our TPCHD-supported vaccine events can be found here (get BOOSTED and 
encourage others to do so as well!): https://www.tpchd.org/vaxtothefuture 

01:47:42 - Jennie Schoeppe: - How to order at-home COVID tests: https://stage-www.usps.com/test/home-
test/welcome.htm?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email#:~:text=Residential%20households%2
0in%20the%20U.S.%20are%20eligible%20for,ship%20free%20as%20tests%20are%20received%20from
%20manufacturers, https://www.sayyescovidhometest.org/ 

01:48:51 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Finally, I absolutely LOVE Dr. Jetelina "Your Local Epidemiologist." You can 
sign up for free access to her substack blog if you're interested in data but in a fairly accessible way: 
https://yourlocalepidemiologist.substack.com/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email 

01:49:48 - Jay Worley: - Thank you Jennie. 
01:50:31 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Timothy - love the "cry of despair" comment 
01:50:43 - Courtney Love LEC she/her: - I just tried to order USPS tests and it didn't register my name and 

address - had generic info on the confirmation page... 
02:03:41 - Bill Kirlin-Hackett: - reached my time limit,..best to you all; stay in touch 
02:04:16 - Richard Dorsett: - On YouTube I recommend to all Steve Goodman’s “Lincoln Park Pirates.” A tale 

of towing… 
02:04:28 - Janet Runbeck: - Rm #5. In order to better serve folks living in vehicles, take care of yourself and 

your staff first. Burn-out affects the quality of our response. 
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02:04:33 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - A few interesting resources on-line  Preparing to be Homeless: 
Information on facing immanent homelessness 

http://empowerus.info/preparing-to-be-homeless 
 
Person Shares 21 Tips On How to Prepare for Being Homeless in America 
https://www.boredpanda.com/homeless-survival-

advice/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic 
 
Homeless – Living in a Vehicle Survival Guide 
http://empowerus.info/homeless-with-vehicle 
02:04:36 - Serena Thomson: - Team 11  Develop KOA type places in the county. Extend areas beyond 

Tacoma and the south side. Campsites/ resort like  with hookups etc. Yurt / teepee like homes 
02:06:12 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - description of sweep is what our land fields are like. we sweep from one 

poor community to another and cover it up it comes up ever ten years in housing as a crisis  and 
methane gas kills and so do we kill families when keep doing the same thing expecting a different 
outcome. 

02:06:12 - Jeffrey Boyce: - #11 Helping churches to utilize their parking lots for cars, Rv’s, and tents. 
02:06:38 - Verna Lilly: - Room 10 - Funding up front so non-profits don't have to carry the cost of outreach 

while they wait to be reimbursed.  Have people with lived experience help inform contracts so the 
contract gets closer to meeting the need. 

02:06:41 - Jennie Schoeppe: - ROOM 6: Our main idea we brainstormed about was -- what if we had a 
group of volunteers we could call on to help repair vehicles, RVs, and/or teach folks to do basic work 
on vehicles themselves? Possible partners: Educational groups that have automotive education (e.g. 
Bates), Auto workers unions or associations, faith based groups, volunteers from PC Transit or other 
similar agencies, etc. Dana said that she thought TRM had a small shop many years ago but not sure 
what the fate of that was. Are there funds like workforce funds that could support a program like this? 

02:06:42 - Rob Huff (he/him): - The Coalition welcomes diverse perspectives and actions.  Participants act 
as individuals and groups and may invite others to join them.   We speak with one voice when 
positions and actions are affirmed through majority vote at a weekly general Coalition meeting. 

02:07:37 - Richard Dorsett: - All invited to witness next Wednesday’s sweep at 7th and Tacoma. About 9:30, 
c’mon out. I’m inviting county and city Council members and you too. Come for coffee, stay for a 
donut. 

02:07:45 - Timothy Harris: - Room 2: People need assistance withers, repairs, etc when they need to move, 
Maybe organize volunteers who have skills to help with repairs, create a pool of folks to draw on for 
this. RV parks that are accessible and have hookups are another resource. Oriole can also help with 
cosmetic repairs that make RVs less threatening to neighbors.  Maybe arts funding to brighten up RVs. 
Could use a list of how to prepare for moving into a vehicle. Reminder that people in %V’s need a lot of 
the same things people in tents do, including cold water. Think about how we can reduce the losses 
people face when their RV or car is impounded. support for septic cleanup and water refill. 

02:07:59 - Kenneth King (he/him/ser): - Richard, 930 am? 
02:08:23 - Dana Peterson: - I remember it was Need a Break program for car repair 
02:08:28 - Raquel Sager: - Room 3: 
 
Ultimately more funding: 
 
Get rid of graffiti because people use it as a way to communicate where the drugs are and how to get them.  
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Single persons without kids or a medical issue are on the low end of receiving services. Need to serve more 

than just people with a medical diagnosis or people with children.  
 
We need a safe place for people 
To lodge motor homes or 
Vehicles. 
02:08:43 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Thanks for adding that for ROOM 6, Dana! 
02:08:55 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - provide a definition of recreational vehicle 
02:09:30 - Courtney Love LEC she/her: - Gerald, Dana, Adam - I don't remember our group number... please 

add anything I miss 
 
 
ensure safety and security, expropriate vacant lots and buildings, apply vacancy taxes, safe parking sites 

with hygiene and kitchen facilities, contracts mitigating property owners' risk of allowing sanctioned 
encampments, vehicle repair partners, publicly funded elections - as electeds do as their donors 
decree. 

02:10:22 - April Sanderson: - Group 8 notes: Safe parking areas. An easy to access “How to live in your car” 
document (online/outreach). Provide information about how to get kids in school, emergency help, 
food access. Ask households who have been living in their car “what do you know now that you didn't. 
know when you first started living in your vehicle?”  Providing notebook/pen & a waterproof pouch to 
store impt. items - ID, SS cards, birth certs, etc. (things you need on you if your car gets taken). We 
spoke about people who leave their vehicle to shower, or get basic needs & return to their location & 
their home had been impounded, which puts them in an even tougher situation. 

02:10:32 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Monique : ) 
02:10:34 - Jennie Schoeppe: - Monique Brown at FOB 
02:10:45 - Alan Brown CCS: - Group 1: To better serve people living in vehicles - Train outreach workers 

regarding some best practices on connecting with vehicle-living communities. For example, doing 
outreach at the best time of day, connecting with the community leader(s). Also - Researching 
successful models of managed safe parking lots for RVs. (Look at Santa Barbara Safe Parking 
procedures manual - Does anyone have this?) Finally: Is there a legal angle to prevent towing of lived-
in vehicles that Tacoma ProBono can assist with? 

02:12:01 - Kenneth King (he/him/ser): - You had me at coffee and donuts 
02:12:28 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - my hopes is the agencies setup information outreach tents at Hill Top 

Festival August  27 11 amvtob7pm on street 9th to 13th  
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